
Jasmine Moulton <jmoulton@taxpayer.com>

Re: Follow-up from the Ministry of Education to your recent FOI request with the
Ministry
1 message

Brandao, Cristina (EDU) <Cristina.Brandao@ontario.ca> Mon, Sep 28, 2020 at 2:54 PM
To: "jmoulton@taxpayer.com" <jmoulton@taxpayer.com>

Good afternoon Jasmine,

Hope all is well. My colleague Jeffrey Jenkins asked if I could connect back with you concerning some follow-up
questions you had below related to  your recent access request with the Ministry of Education, our Ministry Log #
EDU-200031.

 

Below please find some additional information which may help to clarify. Please feel free to contact me again with
any questions:

 

 

Does this number ($103,926) include total salary + benefits + employer pension contributions? In the response it
says just salary + benefits, so I'm wondering if your team lumped pension in with benefits or if pension was excluded

 

The $103,926 does not include employer pension contributions.

 

Also, would it be possible to separate the two numbers for me so that I can see what the average salary is alone
(and then add on the benefits + pension)

 

In 2018-19, the total compensation funding for an average OSSTF teacher was approximately $114,157 made up
of $92,912 in funded salary + $9,700 for statutory and other benefits funding + $1,314 for life health dental benefits
funding + $10,231 for pension contributions. 

 

Also, just to note the amount provided is for 1 OSSTF member for one working day.

 

Hope this is helpful. Thank you.

Cristina

 

Cristina Brandao

Information and Privacy Advisor

Freedom of Information, Corporate Coordination Branch

Ministry of Education / Ministry of Colleges and Universities



315 Front Street West, 10th Floor

Toronto, ON  M7A 0B8

Tel. (437) 995-7203

Cristina.Brandao@ontario.ca

 

--------

 

From: Jasmine Moulton <jmoulton@taxpayer.com>  
Sent: September 1, 2020 6:10 PM 
To: Jenkins, Jeffrey (EDU) <Jeffrey.Jenkins@ontario.ca> 
Subject: RE: FOI # 200031

 

 

Hi Jeffrey, 

 

I hope your week is going well!

 

I have a couple questions about the attached FOI response # 200031 that I'm hoping you can help me with. 

Does this number ($103,926) include total salary + benefits + employer pension contributions? In the response it
says just salary + benefits, so I'm wondering if your team lumped pension in with benefits or if pension was excluded
Also, would it be possible to separate the two numbers for me so that I can see what the average salary is alone
(and then add on the benefits + pension)?

Again, thanks so much for all your help - much appreciated!!

 

Cheers, 

 

Jasmine Moulton

Ontario Director

Canadian Taxpayers Federation

Phone | 416.573.5458

Twitter | @moulton_jasmine
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